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Ode to the plastic bag

LLUÍS BASTEIRO AND MERITXELL PLENSA . Enginyeria Sense Fronteres Catalunya

I

can’t help feeling that clothes in a suitcase
plastic
bags
– For transporting
could become
goldfish
one of those things
– Essential when
that you don’t miss
making decorations
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until they are gone.
or fancy dress cosEditor
On the BBC this nstokes@cataloniatoday.cat tumes with the kids
week I heard that a
– As improvised rain
town in Scotland is
hats
going to eradicate plastic bags
– For keeping dirty nappies
by the end of March. This is just separate from humankind
the latest in a string of similar
– For wrapping up dissected
stories that reveal a growing human body parts for transmovement against something portation to the site of burial
that has become a common
I was mulling over the above
part of our everyday existence. list the other day while shopThe days of the plastic bag ping in Esclat when I came acare numbered. Even political ross the answer: biodegradable
parties now have plastic bags in plastic bags. There are a few
their manifestos, promising disadvantages as they aren’t as
real change on this important strong as real plastic bags and
issue (and distracting attention puncture too easily. At the mofrom other environmental ment, anyway, they also charge
concerns that they are less keen for them. A biodegradable
to deal with, such as rapacious ‘plastic’ bag in our local superenergy companies).
market will set you back 0.05
Plastic bags are obviously cents, which, particularly in
dastardly things but I still think Catalonia, will be reason
that we’re going to miss them enough to hesitate. I would
when they’re gone. In fact, in argue, though, that the finanan age when ‘recycling’ has be- cial outlay is more than worth
come such a key word, there are it. When I got to the checkout,
few things more recyclable the guy in front had gone for
than your common plastic bag. the traditional, turtle-killing
I don’t know about you but bags. I took my opportunity
very few plastic bags that enter and, glancing at my fellow
my house end up in the bin. shopper, in one damn-the-exPlastic bags are always worth pense-I-love-my-planet type
holding on to. I started think- motion I grabbed a handful of
ing about the alternative uses the things and dropped them
for plastic bags. Here are some I on the counter. There is satiscame up with:
faction to be had from doing
– Can be used as bin liners your bit for the planet, but it
– Perfect for keeping soiled can’t compare to the glow of
linen separate from clean superiority over one’s fellows.

Leaving Latin America
A reflection on the results of intervention by Spanish firms in the Americas

H

ow and when did the large number of
Spanish firms operating in Latin
America get there? If we look at water,
a wave of privatisations began in 1993
in Buenos Aires and involved the World Bank and
the Inter-American Development Bank. But then
came the water war of Cochabamba in Bolivia,
when, in 2000, locals rebelled against the selling
off of the city’s water resources to an international
consortium that included Spanish company
Abengoa. Since then, the century has been marked
by a chaotic withdrawal of foreign companies due
to the strong social rejection and profits that have
not lived up to expectations.
In the last few years, around 63% of private contracts have been altered or cancelled. Currently
two Spanish groups dominate water resources in
Latin America: Aigües de Barcelona-Agbar (controlled by Suez and La Caixa) and Proactiva
(linked to the construction company FCC). Other
examples of Spanish firms in the sector include
electricity company Iberdrola and the building
firms Sacyr Vallehermoso and ACS. All of these
business groups have abandoned contracts in
Latin America. In Argentina, Agbar’s involvement
ended in social upheaval and legal action against
the government for failing to fulfill the clauses of
the contracts. Meanwhile, governments have responded in kind for the failure by companies to
fulfill promised investment, for not maintaining a
minimum-level of water quality and for raising
prices disproportionately. Agbar and Iberdrola
were even expelled from Uruguay after a referendum. The same thing happened to Aguas de Bilbao, which was forced to abruptly leave Uruguay
and Argentina. Unfortunately, this exodus of
multi-national companies involves significant
costs for host countries, as these companies go on
to claim compensation from the World Bank.
A clear example of the disastrous social, environmental and economic consequences of the
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T

he Second World War became truly global
when Japanese war planes attacked the US
naval base in Hawaii, at Pearl Harbour, the
most important American base in the Pacific,
on Sunday December 7, 1941. Many isolationist forces
in the US had resisted entering what at that time was
mostly a European war but now, more than two years
after the conflict had begun in Europe, the enemy had
struck at home.
Some chronicles still call the attack “a surprise”. It
definitely was without warning or a formal declaration
of war, but it hardly was a surprise nor was it unexpected. For months, Washington and other world capitals had been expecting an important Japanese attack
somewhere in the Pacific. The question was where. The
US knew that Hawaii was a target. It knew that an attack
could be imminent.
Two days beforehand, highly suspicious secret Japanese communications between Tokyo and its consulate in

Hawaii had been intercepted. But when, on that fateful
weekend. a military officer received a copy of them in
Washington and read them, he complained about
minor errors in translation and left its full assessment
for the following Monday. By then it was too late.
Early on Sunday morning, 366 warplanes attacked the
US naval base, one of the largest in the world. Four
battleships were blown up, four more were damaged
and a further eleven were sunk or crippled. 200 fighters
and bombers were also destroyed. The death toll was so
high, 2403, than for some time the figure was kept a secret. Most of the casualties were from the battleship Arizona. Its remains now still lie half sunken in Pearl Harbour, converted into a tragic memorial to that terrible
day which was reflected with huge headlines in all the
American newspapers like this one from San Francisco.
Not long afterwards, the US Congress declared war on
Japan. A war that almost led to the total destruction of
the Empire of the Rising Sun.
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involvement of Spanish firms in Latin America is
the case of Repsol. The petroleum giant operates
in a number of regions, among them the Equadorian Amazon, where its impact on the local society
and environment is significant. In this case, due to
lax legislation and easily manipulated local authorities, the oil company has been able to ignore
concerns about the effect of its operation on the
environment and the health of its workers. Oil
spills are common in the area, which pollute rivers
and springs, and therefore negatively affect the
wildlife and local population. Also, oil exploitation has destroyed the habitats of many indigenous communities. It must not be forgotten that in
many cases, these companies do not invest in the
host countries with profits going straight out of
the local area, leaving the local populations where
the operations are taking place in poverty.
It is hardly surprising that all of these negative
consequences on the local people have led to protests and social unrest. Nor can we afford to look
the other way. We have to add our voice to the protests against companies that have grown powerful
with our money and because of the privileges conceded by the Spanish government. We must press
the government to demand the fulfillment of
human rights and the promotion of human development in its foreign policy.

